


Welcome to Greatmats!  Our mission is to serve our customers with the 
highest quality specialty flooring products at the best prices available.  All of our 
customer relationships are based on the Golden Rule.  

For more than a decade, Greatmats has carefully built a solid base of 
satisfied customers. We work with a wide array of clients including schools, 
governments, large and small businesses, athletic facilities, military bases, 
and homeowners. Whether you need flooring for a large commercial facility, 
a military base, or a home gym, we can help you find the right floor for your 
project.  

Due to customer-first policies such as our Price Match Guarantee, we are proud 
to say we maintain a top rating with the Better Business Bureau and have for 
several years.  Greatmats is a national leader in the specialty flooring industry.

We look forward to working with you on your next flooring project.

Sincerely,
David W. Butler
President / CEO
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ORDER TOLL FREE: 1 877-822-6622
SHOP ONLINE: WWW.GREATMATS.COM

Home Sport and Play Tile
Home Athletic Floor Foam Tile. 
When you need something a little thicker than our 5/8” foam tile, the Home 
Sport and Play Tile is just what you’re looking for. 7/8” thickness makes it ideal 
for use in home gyms, basements, and kids playrooms. This foam tile can also 
be used for floor exercises, kickboxing, aerobics, and home martial arts. This tile 
features a double sided design, one color per side. Two border strips included per 
tile.

Benefits of Greatmats 
Excellent Customer Service 

Quality Products

Price Match Guarantee

Online Floor Plan Designer

Earn Customer Rewards

Free Samples

Monthly E-Newsletters

Online Product Reviews

Connect with Greatmats

Colors Available:

Red/Blue Black/Gray Green/Brown

Wood Grain Reversible
Now a Durable Wood Grain Foam Tile.
This reversible interlocking foam tile is 1/2 inch thick. It features the most 
durable top texture surface with a wood grain look on the market. The 
reversible design of this tile features a solid color thatch texture on one 
side and a smooth wood design on the other. Great for home basements, 
kids rooms, and trade show flooring. The double sided feature doubles the 
usefulness of this foam floor tile. Two border strips included per tile.

Wooden Grain Tan
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StayLock Modular Floor Tile
Athletic and Ergonomic Fatigue Flooring 
StayLock modular floor tile features a bump top or orange peel top surface 
design that can be used for ergonomic and industrial fatigue flooring, aerobic 
and exercise floors and in the home. The tile connection design will keep the 
modular floor tiles together tightly and will not separate over time. Installation 
of this waterproof floor tile is very easy and quick, simply lay the tab side of the 
tile over the loops and connect the tiles together. Border and corners ramps 
available.

A LEADER IN SPECIALTY FLOORING SYSTEMS

StayLock Perforated Floor Tile
Non Slip Flooring for Wet Areas, Pools, Decks and Rooftops. 
This non slip flooring tile is a perforated version of the solid top tile shown above. 
Made of durable soft plastic material, this tile provides traction and comfort on 
wet surfaces. Great for patios, spas and pool surrounds, rooftop decks, shower 
floors, and industrial applications. This 1x1 ft  perforated floor tile is perfect for 
pool and spa surrounds because it’s easy on bare feet and durable enough for 
most outdoor furniture. Border and corners ramps available.

Applications:
 Decks, Patios and Roof Tops
 Wet Areas
 Locker Rooms and Showers 
 Spa and Pool Surrounds
 Industrial Fatigue Wet Areas

Features:
 Non Slip Flooring
 Comfortable to Bare Feet
 Resistant to Oils and Acids
 Tiles will not Separate Over Time

Applications:
 Aerobics
 Home Gyms
 CrossFit
 Ergonomic Floors
 Industrial Fatigue

Features:
 Cushion Benefit
 Tight Fitting Connection
 Waterproof & Durable
 Resistant to Oils & Acids
 Fatigue Relief
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Plyometric Rolls
Specialized Plyometric Flooring Absorbs Impacts.
Excellent for plyometric training activities such as jumping and footwork drills, 
this rubber material is less dense than our standard rolled rubber. It is available in 
3/8 and 1/2 inch thickness in 4 ft wide rolls.  This rolled rubber comes in standard 
lengths of 25 and 50 ft.  Custom cut lengths are also available. Plyometric rubber 
is designed for high impact floor training such as cross-fit and plyo training and 
will reduce leg and body fatigue.

ORDER TOLL FREE: 1 877-822-6622
SHOP ONLINE: WWW.GREATMATS.COM

Rolled Rubber 
Environmentally Friendly and Cost Effective.
Durable rolled rubber is designed for high abuse, high traffic areas. Featuring 
a smooth surface, it still provides excellent traction. Perfect for a variety of 
different flooring applications including weight rooms, fitness centers, locker 
rooms, skating arenas, dugout areas, clubhouses, and pro-shops. Cut to length 
as desired. 10 foot rolls also available for smaller areas.

Rubber Mats 4x6 Ft 
Excellent Multi-Purpose Rubber Mats.
Available in three thickness, this all purpose black rubber mat with straight 
edges is an economical option for commercial and residential uses. Available in 
smooth or diamond surface pattern, this rubber mat can be used in home gyms 
under weight equipment or in industrial applications. 10 mat minimum order due 
to shipping costs. Must ship freight on a pallet.

Home Gym Pebble Tile   
Durable Home Gym EVA Foam Tile.
This super high density EVA foam tile is an excellent choice for home gyms 
where a lightweight, durable, and affordable flooring is needed. Because this tile 
can ship via ground delivery service, customers can save money over expensive 
freight shipping costs. With a 3⁄4” thickness, this product will stand up to most 
exercise equipment in home gym environments. This tiles features a durable 
pebble top surface design that is scuff resistant, and is easily cut to fit for wall-
to-wall installations. Two border strips included per tile.
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BestGym Rubber Tile 
Eco-Friendly 100% Color Professional Rubber.
BestGym rubber flooring is a professional quality rubber floor tile designed with 
a durable top surface that features solid colors. BestGym is both eco-friendly 
with a recycled content base material and professional quality with a 100% 
color top. This rubber tile combines toughness with great looks and can be used 
in home gyms, professional weight rooms, and recreational facilities. BestGym 
rubber tiles are a very popular with commercial installations around the country.

This tile is available in straight edge design for a glue down installation or as 
an interlocking tile for a dry lay install. Most professional installations prefer a 
glue down tile install whereas homeowners may prefer the interlocking design. 
Some tile coverage loss will occur with the interlocking tile. This tile requires 
stripping, cleaning, and sealing immediately after installation.
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Rubber Tile Color Plus 
Top of the Line 100% Color Rubber.
Choose this durable and high quality 100% color rubber tile for upscale 
professional gym floors and homes that require the best. This interlocking 2x2 
ft rubber tile features a complete array of solid color choices for the gym floor 
where design and appearance is most important.  The unique color options 
and top texture design are not found in any other product and the durability 
and tensile strength of this rubber tile is second to none. Very popular with 
professional, upscale weight rooms and professional athletic facilities.
The interlocking seams of this tile are very tight fitting and will not separate over 
time. Most colors are made to order.  Some color variations will occur from lot 
run to lot run.

Geneva Rubber Floor Tiles 3x3 Ft
Larger Interlocking Tile Size Reduces Seams.
This interlocking rubber tile is stocked in three basic colors for large scale 
projects that need quick shipment. The larger 3x3 ft tile size features fewer 
interlocking seams when installed in large areas. Available in cost-saving utility 
black, 100% black, and two colors at 10% fleck, this tile can be custom made 
in any color combination with low minimum order requirements.  This tile is our 
best choice for custom colors and high color tile requirements.

Interlocking Rubber Flooring 2x2 Ft
Three Colors Durable Interlocking Floor Tiles.
Our best selling, interlocking rubber flooring tile. Features solid black and two 
dynamic color mixes of light gray with blue or tan with brown. All colors are 
stocked and black is ready to ship the next business day from the Greatmats 
warehouse. Choose this durable 8 mm thick interlocking rubber flooring tile 
for home gyms and basement floors or in a commercial gym floor for an easy, 
no-glue installation.

Colors Available:

Black Light Gray/Blue Tan/Brown

Colors Available:

100% black Utility Black Tan Light Gray Blue
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ORDER TOLL FREE: 1 877-822-6622
SHOP ONLINE: WWW.GREATMATS.COM

Puzzle Tile
Rubber Tiles with Corner & Border Edging.
This interlocking rubber tile features three component tile types: corners, 
borders, and center tiles which makes it ideal for island installations or where 
a rubber flooring is needed that can be moved later. Easy interlocking design is 
precision cut for a tight fitting tile every time.  Choose black or 10% color fleck in 
light gray or blue.  This tile system is engineered to protect floors in areas such 
as home exercise rooms and home gyms, dog facilities, and dugout areas.  This 
tile is 8 mm thick and ships freight delivery only.

RubberLock Floor Tile
Larger Tiles are Perfect for High School Gyms.
Larger 4x4 ft tile size makes this interlocking rubber tile an easy and quick 
installation project with no glue required. This tile features a durable diamond 
top surface texture in 3/8 and 1/2 inch thickness. RubberLock is economical and 
provides excellent durability. It is very popular with high school weight rooms, 
ice arenas, and military installations. This tile offers a corner and border system 
if needed and ramped edging is an option. This tile is not recommended for 
customers who are sensitive to strong smells. This tile is very affordable for 
large scale installations and is made with a sulfur based adhesive compound.

3⁄4” Weight Room Rubber 
Heavy Duty Floor Protection, Interlocking Design.
Go ahead, drop some weights on it. These rugged 3/4” rubber tiles are the best 
value you can find. Designed to be abused for decades, this tile is very popular 
with home lifters and commercial gyms. Perfect for under exercise equipment, 
free weights, and weight machines. 

Zip Tile Rubber Flooring
Interlocking Tile in Many Colors.
Manufactured in the USA from recycled rubber, this tile features 10% fleck 
options in a variety of colors. Zip Tile features a non-universal interlocking design 
in a 28.5 x 28.5 inch tile size. Use the Greatmats online floor plan designer to 
calculate the number of tiles needed for your project. This tile is featured in 8 mm 
thickness for value and is stocked on the west coast which saves shipping costs 
for customers in that region. This interlocking tile requires no adhesive and can 
be transported if needed.
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Stair Tread 
  

Colors Available:

Mocha

Tahoe

BlackBrown

Bluebonnet

Cranberry

Dark Forest

Clay

Light Teal

Black/Brown Light Gray Sky Gray

Light Beige RockyNavy NutmegMalibu Sand Charcoal Gray Fog True Blue
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Burke Endura Commercial Rubber Flooring
Commercial Grade Rubber Tiles & Treads.
Our commercial rubber flooring line features Burke Flooring including the Endura 
and Burke lines of rubber floor tiles and professional quality rubber stair treads 
and risers.  These commercial lines feature an extensive array of standard 
and flecksible colors which are great for libraries, retail, and institutional 
locations. This rubber flooring features a no wax solution that delivers low cost 
maintenance. Simply wash and buff, no waxing required.

Burke Endura offers several textured surface options that feature a slip-resistant 
design and can help to increase the safety of your facility.  Choose smooth 
design for health care facilities while coin top is excellent for high traffic areas. 
Sculptured may be desirable for libraries and retail. Color options include solid 
colors or flecksible design colors.  This product matches most other commercial 
rubber flooring specifications that may be found in commercial bids.

Commercial Rubber Flecksibles 
.

Commercial Rubber Floor Smooth 
  

Endura Rubber Solid
.

Burke Marble and Marble HD Tiles 
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ORDER TOLL FREE: 1 877-822-6622
SHOP ONLINE: WWW.GREATMATS.COM

Grappling MMA Floors
Designed Specifically For The Grappling Arts and MMA.
 This flooring is used by professionals for MMA, BJJ, Jiu Jitsu, and grappling 
in dojos and athletic facilities nationwide. These tiles are 1-5/8 inch thick and 
designed for full-on takedowns and BJJ or MMA training. The density of this 
foam tile allows it to be installed directly over concrete and used immediately 
for training and competitions. Tiles are double sided and feature a non-universal 
interlock design which makes them reversible.  Two colors can be displayed up 
at the same time. Tiles are 1x1 meter in size and will easily interlock together 
with an extremely tight fit.  Tough, tatami surface texture will not give skin 
burns. Border strips included.

Colors Available:

Red/Blue Black/Gray Dark Green/Gray

Pro Training 7/8” 
Affordable Sports Flooring with Durable Top Surface.
Use this economical and professional quality EVA foam sports floor tile for 
martial arts, combat training, recreation centers, and multi-purpose commercial 
facilities where a safe, durable, and waterproof flooring solution is needed. The 
durable top surface texture is suitable for use with athletic footwear. 1x1 meter 
tile size, border strips included. Reversible, interlocking design allows two colors 
to be displayed up at the same time.

Colors Available:

Red/Blue Black/Gray Green/Brown

Premium Martial Arts Mats 1” 
Simply the Best Interlocking Karate Tile.
 The density and durability of this interlocking Karate flooring system is 
designed to offer a relatively hard surface in an EVA foam floor. The quality 
and longevity of this Karate floor tile is the best on the market and our wooden 
grain color option is a popular option. The top surface texture features a tough, 
non-slip design and is excellent for fast foot work and kicking drills with bare 
feet or soft martial arts shoes.  When you want a safe and comfortable foam 
flooring system that feels similar to hardwood, this product is your solution.  A 
full one-inch thick, these tiles provide phenomenal impact absorption and are 
waterproof. They feature a reversible, interlocking design. Border strips are 
included.

Colors Available:

Red/Blue Gray/Black Wood Grain/Black

Pole Pads 
Custom Sizes and Colors.
Use the Pro Pole Pad for martial arts 
facilities and our standard pole pads 
for protective padding in any facility. 
Available in a variety of colors and 
sizes. Made to order for your specific 
pole size and shape.

Crash Pads
Up to 12 Inch of Protection.
Crash Pads are valuable in many sizes 
and thicknesses.  They are designed 
for practice throws in martial arts 
facilities or as landing pads for 
cheerleading and gymnastics. Made 
in the USA with top quality foam 
material and vinyl covering.

Colors Available:

Light Gold Rich RedYellow Flair RedOrange Light Maroon Kelly Green Forest Green

Sky Blue

Black

CamelDark Maroon

Galaxy Gray

Royal BlueChamp Blue Purple Navy White
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Gymnastics Shapes, Octagons & Inclines
Single or Double Custom Colors.
Octagons are available in 6 sizes and are perfect for training forward rolls, 
walkovers, and back handsprings. Our largest models are great for cheerleading 
programs. Filled with premium quality polyurethane foam and available in one or 
two color designs. Many colors to choose. See website.

Folding Mats
Use for Gymnastics, Cheer & Tumbling.
They can be used on any hard, flat surface including outdoors in dry areas. 
Common sizes of our gym folding mats are 4x8 and 5x10 feet. Both 1.5 and 2 
inch thicknesses are available with hook and loop fasteners on two or four sides. 
Custom gym folding mats are available in any size and color. Gym folding mats 
are easy to lay out and store as needed.

Skills Cushion Mats
Skill Landing Mats, Safety Mats.
Pick the perfect thickness for your program! Our 4” Skill Cushions are built for 
toddler and preschool rooms where just a little extra protection is needed. Our 
8” mats are the workhorse of most gymnastics and tumbling programs. Try our 
12” mats where extra protection is desired. All 8” and 12” Skill Cushions have 
breather mesh sides and feature double stitched top surfaces.

Competition Landing Mats
Gymnastics Training Mats, All Sizes.
Competition gymnastics landing mats are available in two thickness 12 and 20 
cm and in various sizes from 4x7.5 to 8x18 ft. Choose either non folding or single 
fold gymnastics competition landing mats, available in standard blue color. 
Custom made to your specific landing mat size. All of these competition landing 
mats are topped with a  laminate layer of 1 3/8” crosslinked polyethylene foam.
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ORDER TOLL FREE: 1 877-822-6622
SHOP ONLINE: WWW.GREATMATS.COM

Rosco Marley Dance Flooring 
Vinyl Dance Floors for All Dance Types.
Greatmats offers a complete line of marley dance floors for dance studios and 
theater use. Greatmats can help you choose the right marley floor for your 
specific dance type including ballet, modern, jazz, tap and ballroom.  Install with 
either tape or glue down method, heat weld seams for a seamless floor. Custom 
cut lengths available to make your installation quick and easy. Portable marley 
flooring types available for your next off site event.  Rosco dance flooring is 
known for quality and value and is proud to have an excellent reputation in the 
industry.

Dance Subfloor System
Cost Effective Dance Subfloor.
This two layer system provides a firm top surface with a cushion underlayment. 
Easily install this floor with no glue or fasteners.  Simply interlock the foam tiles 
tiles together on top of your floor then snap together the hard plastic tiles on top 
of the foam layer. This combination provides cushion with a firm top surface to 
install your marley dance floor.

Foam Cushion Underlayment
Economical Cushion Dance Floor Solution.
This product is one layer of easy to install, high density, interlocking foam tiles 
that serve as a cushion underlayment. Ok for use directly on top of any hard 
surface. Install marley vinyl dance floor on it as your finished dance surface. This 
underlayment is not recommended for pointe or high heel dance types.

Sprung Dance Floor  
The Perfect Combination Of Bounce And 
Stability 42x42 inch panels.
WaveLock technology that eliminates any soft or 
hard spots in your floor. Wall to wall and island 
installations are no problem. Great for all dance 
types including ballet and tap, this sprung floor 
provides the correct spring and bounce.  It is flexible 
enough to absorb the energy from a dancer’s impact 
but provides the right amount of resistance for 
dance movements. This sprung floor system can 
be removed if needed and will keep its value over 
time. Marley dance flooring is required on top of this 
sprung floor by Rosco.
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Cheerleading Rolls
Choose from 1-3⁄8 or 2” thickness. 
Carpeted top consists of 26 oz. needle punch carpet permanently flame-
laminated to polyethylene foam. Flexible style rolls have slits cut in the back of 
the foam to allow easy roll up. Hook and loop fasteners included. Product comes 
with 3 year warranty on manufacturer defects.

Colors Available:

Blue Red Purple Black

Home Flexi Rolls   
You Can Practice Your Moves And Skills At Home On The Same 
Style Mat That You Compete On.
Makes set up, take down, and storage easy. Just unroll anywhere, indoors or 
out, and you have your own practice area. Roll the mat up and it stores on end in 
less than an 18” square area. 4 x 6 and 5 x 10 Ft sizes 

Flexible Roll Out Mats
Easy Roll Mats for Martial Arts, 21 Oz. Vinyl Top.
This 6 ft wide professional roll out mat is an excellent flooring choice for MMA, 
BJJ, Judo, Jiu Jitsu, Karate, and TKD. Custom cut to any roll length over 18 linear 
feet to fit your martial arts facility.  This roll out mat is made of the highest quality 
polyethylene closed cell foam.  It is flame-laminated to a durable 21 oz. vinyl top 
surface in smooth or tatami texture. Used in professional studios nationwide 
and made in the USA with a five-year limited warranty.

Roll Out Mats 5x10 Ft x 1.25 Inch
Train at Home for Sports Exercise.
This home version of our professional Roll Out Mat features the same high 
quality of foam and vinyl top surface.  Available in one standard size of 5x10 
ft x 1.25 inch thick. Easily roll up and store when needed. This mat unrolls 
completely flat every time its used and never curls or rolls up. Can be used on 
top of carpeting for home exercises and aerobic activities. Great for martial arts, 
wrestling, and similar sports. Made in the USA with a five-year limited warranty.
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ORDER TOLL FREE: 1 877-822-6622
SHOP ONLINE: WWW.GREATMATS.COM

Kids Kushion Playground Tiles
Top Quality Rubber Playground Tiles.
Designed for professional installations in playgrounds at schools, churches, and 
parks in all environments both indoors and out. Designed to provide impact 
absorption for falls while providing excellent drainage. Featuring fall height 
ratings up to 10  ft. Made from quality 100% recycled crumb rubber material, 
this product contains no hazardous materials-all paint and binders are lead free.

Standard and ADA compliant transition border ramps and corners with beveled 
edging are designed to provide safe passage on and off the tile surface. Install 
on any hard surface such as asphalt or concrete or on a compacted and leveled 
base of crushed stone or similar material. Use mesh under the tiles to prevent 
weed growth. Installation options include full glue down or tile clip methods.

Bounce Back Playground Tiles
Playground Tiles with Interlocking Design Option.
Bounce Back tiles provide shock absorption and a fall height rating up to 10 ft. 
This resilient rubber tile is available as a straight edge or interlocking tile design. 
Interlocking tiles are ideal for rooftops where the tiles can not be glued to the 
surface. Tiles are virtually maintenance free. Tile makeup allows water to seep 
through without puddling on the surface. Made from quality 100% recycled 
crumb rubber material, this product contains no hazardous materials-all paint 
and binders are lead free.

Standard and ADA compliant transition border ramps and corners with beveled 
edging are designed to provide safe passage on and off the tile surface. Install 
on any hard surface such as asphalt or concrete, or on a compacted and leveled 
base of crushed stone or similar material. Use mesh under the tiles to prevent 
weed growth.

Colors Available:

Red EPDM BlueBlack BlueGreen EPDM Red EPDM Green EPDM Lightblue
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Kids Matta Tile 
Modular Play Surface Tiles Indoor & Out.
Brightly colored Kids Matta tiles help stimulate children’s minds during recess 
and playtime and provide a safety fall height of 20 inches. Tiles provide excellent 
sound-dampening and anti-fatigue qualities. Easy to install, they come in open or 
closed cell design. They are waterproof, flexible, durable, and allow rain to flow 
through rather than to puddle on the surface in outdoor installations. This tile 
features the ability to install on any surface including grass and dirt for outdoor 
installations. Used extensively in preschool environments.

Colors Available:

Yellow GrayUS Blue RedGreen White Black Beige

DeckTop Tile 
Make Your Deck Look Fantastic. 
DeckTop Tiles provide the perfect combination of beauty and functionality for 
outdoor rooftops and decks where a floating rubber flooring is needed. These 
1-3/8 inch tiles are porous and permeable and protect roofs and decks from the 
elements while providing excellent drainage. They have been designed to be 
installed on top of fragile waterproof roofing membranes using SureKonnect 
connector pins.  This means installation is quick and easy with no adhesives 
required. DeckTop tiles are built of high density rubber material for enhanced 
durability and puncture resistance.

Install on any surface such as asphalt or concrete, or on a compacted and 
leveled base of crushed stone or similar material. Use mesh under the tiles to 
prevent weed growth. Made in the USA with a five-year limited warranty.

Sport Play Tile  
Minimize The Impact.
Sport Play Tile is an indoor / outdoor tile which provides a durable rubber surface 
used to soften hard surfaces in play areas, decks, and gym floors.

These one-inch tiles feature a 2 foot fall height rating. They are great for small 
children in play areas with no standing playground equipment. Use on sport 
floors, rooftops, and decks where an outdoor rubber surface is needed.

Install with adhesive or use the SureKonnect 3-inch connector pins to hold the 
tiles together with no adhesive. Beveled border ramps provide a safe transition 
on and off the tile surface. Made in the USA with a five-year limited warranty.

Temporary Floor Tile
Portable Outdoor Event & Tent Flooring.
Uniquely designed for uneven terrain for outdoor events and tent flooring, this 
tile will not separate under the most strenuous conditions and can bear the 
weight of a vehicle.  Tiles are rated to 20,000 lbs per SF. The unique tile hinge 
design snaps together like no other flooring system. In addition, the flooring can 
be rolled up and down for fast set-ups and take downs. Each tile has drainage 
holes that allow water to flow freely downward. Textured top surface pattern 
provides anti-slip design when wet. This tile can be used on any irregular surface 
including grass, dirt, gravel and sand.
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ORDER TOLL FREE: 1 877-822-6622
SHOP ONLINE: WWW.GREATMATS.COM

Auto Perforated Tile
Upgrade Your Garage.
Auto Perforated Tile has all the durability and versatility of our Diamond Plate 
Tiles but has perforations to allow for air flow and water drainage. Not only ideal 
for garages, it can be used in all the places our Diamond Plate Tile can be used. 
Easy to install and remove. Anti-fatigue and non-slip, they are chemical and 
bacterial resistant. Weight limit of 110 lbs. per square inch or 18,000 lbs per tile.

Diamond Plate Tile  
A Practical And Cost-Effective Alternative To Painting Your 
Garage Or Workshop Floor.
The leading choice of Indy and Indy Light racing teams, Diamond Plate tile 
has a polypropylene, high-impact design that ensures it will perform and last. 
Whatever your category of floor, Diamond Plate will work great and you can 
use them just about anywhere. Great for workshops, under awnings, in RV’s, 
and campers, or for catering and parties. Just lay the tiles over cracks or uneven 
surfaces in minutes. No preparation is needed. Strong enough to support 
cars and small trucks. Easy to clean, tiles are not damaged or stained by most 
chemicals including oil, grease, brake fluid, petroleum products, or battery acid. 
Weight limit of 110 lbs per square inch or 18,000 lbs per tile.

Snap Diamond Garage
The Most Affordable Garage 
Flooring Available.
Snap Diamond tile offers great slip-
resistance and makes any residential 
garage look great. 

PVC Diamond Grid Tile
Introducing A High Performance Floor Covering At An 
Exceptional Value.
Designed to protect workshops, garages, and home or commercial gyms. Unique 
butterfly interlocking edge gives the floor unsurpassed stability and strength. 
Waffle back design gives the Diamond Grid floor resilience for a comfortable 
feel and stays firmly in place. Available in a variety of different colors. Can be 
installed over any solid floor. Use sealer on PVC for garage installs.

Snap Coin Garage Tile 
Traditional Coin-Top Garage 
Flooring - A Classic Design.
A hugely popular product, this 
American-made coin top tile offers 
great traction and makes any 
residential garage look great. 

Diamond Coin
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Soft Flex Tiles    
A Unique Solution For A Flow-Through Drain Tile.
Introducing Soft Flex, a soft but durable PVC formula that provides the ultimate 
in comfort. The lightly textured surface is attractive, comfortable, and promotes 
non-slip safety. Soft Flex is ideal for all wet areas including pool decks, spas, 
shower areas, locker rooms, and more. Soft Flex comes in a variety of designer 
colors, and is easy to install. No special tools or adhesives are required. Ramp 
edges provide a finishing edge and base construction raises the tile above 
flooring allowing instant drainage. 

Colors Available:

Charcoal

Warm Gray

Teal Green Ocean BlueTan

Light Gray

Aqua Patio Tile
Make Your Pool Area Safer And Better Looking.
Aqua Tile is recommended for outdoor use around wet areas and where a 
drain through, elevated floor product is required such as pool surrounds. Easy to 
install with a unique interlocking tab and loop connecting system, you can easily 
cut this PVC floor tile with a utility knife for any wall to wall installation. Aqua 
Tile will not absorb any moisture and maintains a constantly dry surface. Great 
for hot tubs, showers, jacuzzis, or any wet areas. Product does not come with 
border strips.

Colors Available:

Gray Blue

Terracotta

Horse Stall Kits
The Best Horse Stall Kits On The Market. 
Waterjet interlocking system provides the tightest fitting mats available. 
Diamond top surface pattern and flat bottom provide optimum cleanliness. 
Designed to provide maximum quality and longevity. Great for horse stalls, 
grooming areas, aisleways, foaling stalls, and trailer floors. Requires no adhesive 
for installation. Made from 100% recycled rubber in the USA. Horse Stall Kits 
come with a 12 year warranty.  Many sizes available.

Portable Stall Mats    
Great Flooring For Horse Stalls – Less Expensive Than Rubber.
This super high density EVA foam tile is excellent for portable stalls or 
permanent installations. This tile is lightweight and easy to transport and install 
- two border strips are included per tile. Designed to stand up to years of use 
under the weight of heavy animals. Easy to transport, product features pebble 
texture surface top and is reversible for longer lifespan. Comes with a one-year 
warranty. 

Green
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ORDER TOLL FREE: 1 877-822-6622
SHOP ONLINE: WWW.GREATMATS.COM

Gym Floor Cover 
Your Gym Flooring Wasn’t Cheap. Protect It With Gym Floor Cover.
Use this durable vinyl gym floor covering to protect your schools expensive 
hardwood gymnasium floors. This product is designed to be stored on the roll 
utilizing our racking system installation and take-up is easy and hassle free. 
Most gyms can be installed in about 30 minutes with two people.  Many vinyl 
thicknesses are available depending on usage per year and your budget. New 
textured surface patterns feature added durability and appeal. Protect your 
gym floor from wall to wall with this product. Complete installation accessories 
available.

Protective Carpet Tile
Durable & Easy to Install Large Carpet Tiles.
Install large areas with one person if needed using this 3.3 x 6.6 ft professional 
grade protective carpet tile. Transport carts make installation and take-up easy 
and hassle free. Used to protect expensive gymnasium flooring during special 
events.

Colors Available:

Grey Blue

Wall Padding
Protective Wall Padding For Athletic Facilities And School Gyms.
Wall pads can be custom made to fit your facility’s specific requirements. 
They are used extensively in school gymnasiums, wrestling rooms, dojos, 
and safe rooms. These protective wall pads feature a durable 14 oz. vinyl 
covering available in many colors with high-quality foam interior attached 
to a durable wood backing for easy installation. Custom cuts around wall 
outlets and switches are no problem. Cover doors, window ledges, or stages. 
Custom column and pole pads are also available.  Any size or shape can be 
accommodated with our computer aided design and layout capabilities. 
Standard pad sizes are 2x6 ft x 2 inch thick.

 

Colors Available:

Royal Blue

Black

Purple

Sky Blue

Red

White

Forest Green

Orange

Gold

Kelly Green

Burgundy

Camel

Navy Blue Gray
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Entrance Rugs 
Save Your Floors And Carpet While Cutting Your Cleaning Costs. 
We have a large selection of Entrance Rugs for indoor and outdoor commercial 
applications. Please see our web site for complete options, sizes, and colors 
available. We offer entrance mats of superior quality, high performance, and 
function. With our array of indoor entrance mats and outdoor entrance mats you 
are sure to find a door mat that matches your style and environment as well as 
your budget. Mats provide safety, traction, and protection. They are designed 
specifically for high traffic areas.

Anti Fatigue Industrial Mats 
Meeting the needs of today’s Industries, 
Anti Fatigue Mats offer comfort, safety, and stability to workers who stand 
for long periods of time or handle large and dangerous equipment. An Anti 
Fatigue Mat improves productivity by providing a safe, comfortable, and 
shock absorbing surface for workers. Safety Mats provide traction and offer 
a slip resistant surface reducing slips or falls. A Safety Mat is available for any 
workplace and is the most important of the Industrial Mats to consider for the 
safety, effectiveness, and productivity of employees. Many fatigue and safety 
mats online.

Kitchen - Industrial   
We Have A Variety Of Kitchen And Bar Mats Available.
See our web site for a wide selection of kitchen and bar mats for use with drain-
through floors and other wet areas. These mats provide anti-slip safety and anti-
fatigue comfort. Individual mats and interlocking modular systems are available 
to match your exact needs. Choose from general purpose or grease resistant 
mats in a variety of thicknesses and constructions to suit many budgets. Rubber 
mats are available in black or grease resistant red.

PVC Interlocking Coin Top Tile
Industrial Strength Durable Interlocking Design.
 Save your floors from forklifts and pallet jacks in warehouse applications.  
Made of durable PVC plastic material these tiles are resistant to oils and acids. 
These easy interlocking tiles provide safety and comfort in high traffic areas 
and are unaffected by heat, cold,or humidity. Easy to clean with a damp mop. 
Available in coin top and smooth surface.
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ORDER TOLL FREE: 1 877-822-6622
SHOP ONLINE: WWW.GREATMATS.COM

Interlocking Carpet Tiles
Cushion and Durability in a 2x2 Ft Interlocking Tile.
Engineered for high traffic areas, our interlocking carpet tiles are the best 
products of their kind. Excellent for trade shows, basements, patios, theaters, 
workrooms, and just about anywhere you need anti-fatigue flooring to stand on 
for long periods of time. Tough enough to use under tables and chairs. Tiles are 
easy to clean and can be vacuumed. Border strips included. Great fatigue relief.

Basement Floor Tiles Slate
Durable Slate Look Floor Tiles.
These modular flooring tiles feature a hidden interlocking connection system 
that provides an upscale look and feel for any room in your home.

The slate top surface pattern has a natural looking non-slip design that can be 
installed on any hard flat surface indoors. They are ideal for basement floors, 
laundry and craft rooms, dens, and entrance areas.  Commercial grade quality 
product allows for professional installations in retail and office environments.

TileFlex
Vinyl Top Wood & Slate Look Modular Tile.
Get the look of marble, ceramic, or wood flooring with this vinyl top modular 
raised flooring tile. Can be installed on any hard flat surface and is popular 
in basement floors, laundry areas, and entryways. Easily snap tiles together 
and cut to fit for wall to wall installations. This tile is not designed for repeat 
installations. Border ramps available-no corner ramps.

CarpetFlex
Now a Raised Modular Carpet Top Tile.
Get the warmth and attractiveness of carpeting in areas you wouldn’t have 
considered before.  This modular carpet tile features an elevated base design 
that allows air flow beneath the carpeted top surface making this tile idea for 
basement floor installations. Each tile is a single, snap-together tile for easy 
installation and can be placed directly on almost any hard flat surface. Border 
ramps available-no corner ramps.

Colors Available:

Tan Charcoal

Colors Available:

Blue

Sienna

Light ParquetGreen

Dark Parquet

Black PlankRed Wood Plank Beige Gray

Colors Available:

Dark Charcoal Light Gray Blue Tan Dark Gray
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Kids Foam Mats - 4 Pack
Safe and Soft Foam Mats for Kids and Family. 
Interlocking foam mats are made of high-density durable foam that will last for 
years. Lay directly on any hard surface for a safer, durable floor, even on 
concrete! Great for play areas, basements, garages, and any multi-purpose 
rooms. Mats are waterproof and non-slip. EVA foam will not absorb moisture. 
Can be easily cleaned with soap and water. Easy to store, transport, and install. 
Can be used inside or out but not suitable for extreme sunlight or heat.

Economy Foam Mats 1⁄2”

All Around Value, Large Stock Volume.
Economy Foam Mats are an economical solution for kids play areas, bedrooms, 
preschools, and basements. Lay right on any hard surface for a safe and soft, yet 
durable floor. Available in blue, black, and gray. 

Greatmats stocks thousands of square feet of this product for projects that 
require an economical solution for larger scale foam floor projects.

Wooden Foam Mats 
Wood and Cork Pattern Foam Tiles.
An upscale wooden look in soft foam floor tiles, this 2x2 ft interlocking tile will 
turn any room into a comfortable and warm environment. Place directly on 
top of any hard, flat surface. This tile consists of a white foam base with a film 
transfer to the foam tile that creates a wooden or cork pattern. Designed for 
indoor use.  Not recommended for kids rooms or for dogs.

Colors Available:

Dark Wood Light Wood

Premium Foam Mats 5⁄8”
You Will Love The Look And Feel Of Our Premium Foam Mats. 
Choose from 15 rich colors, no faded pastels here! lead and latex free. Easy 
to install, lightweight, and portable. Premium mats are also easy to clean, just 
damp mop. Provides a cushioned surface for toddlers, and active kids. Use our 
online floor plan designer tool to create your own unique layout.

Colors Available:

Yellow

Purple

Navy Blue

Brown

Red

Lime Green

Royal Blue

Gray

Green

Black

Burgundy Orange

TanPink

White

Cork Top
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117 Industrial Ave. Milltown, WI 54858

EZ Snap MAX Tile
Commercial Quality Raised Flooring Tiles.
This commercial grade vinyl top surface features a 20-year wear layer 
and a 10-year product warranty. The modular, snap together base of 
this tile is the best design on the market and features a tight fitting 
and easy to assemble and disassemble connection system. Popular for 
basement floors, sports floors, and portable dance floors. Use this tile 
indoors and out for events or permanent installations. Use a 3 mm rubber 
underlayment to add cushion and sound dampening. Install with a simple 
step of the foot and clean with common household floor cleaners. Durable 
scratch resistance.  No-maintenance surface is designed for commercial 
installations in high traffic areas. An excellent choice for aerobic and 
exercise floors and multi-purpose installations.

Colors Available:

Walnut Maple Plank Light Oak Dark Oak Cherry Slate

Colors Available:

Black Light Gray Tan Brown Red

HiddenLock Tile Slate Top
Perfect for Home Installations.
A unique and easy to install hidden 
interlocking design features a durable and 
attractive modular floor tile for home and 
commercial use. Install this floor tile in your 
home basement, work area, or den.  Also 
great for retail and office environments.

HiddenLock Tile Coin Top
Industrial Warehouse Flooring.
Now a hidden interlocking design in a 
warehouse flooring tile.  Can be used in 
forklift areas in all environments. Easy 
installation and durability in a coin top 
surface design.


